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ABSTRACT

Wolbachiaare a common and widespread group of bacteria found in reproduc-
tive tissues of arthropods. These bacteria are transmitted through the cytoplasm
of eggs and have evolved various mechanisms for manipulating reproduction of
their hosts, including induction of reproductive incompatibility, pathenogenesis,
and feminization.Wolbachiaare also transmitted horizontally between arthropod
species. Significant recent advances have been made in the study of these inter-
esting microorganisms. In this paper,Wolbachiabiology is reviewed, including
their phylogeny and distribution, mechanisms of action, population biology and
evolution, and biological control implications. Potential directions for future
research are also discussed.

PERSPECTIVES AND OVERVIEW

Bacteria in the genusWolbachiaare cytoplasmically inherited rickettsiae that
are found in reproductive tissues (ovaries and testes) of a wide range of arthro-
pods (76, 86, 103, 126, 127). These bacteria cause a number of reproduc-
tive alterations in their hosts, including cytoplasmic incompatibility (CI) be-
tween strains (21, 77) and related species (11, 12), parthenogenesis induction
(PI) (103), and feminization of genetic males (86). These modifications of
host reproduction impart a selective advantage for the bacteria (113, 127).
Wolbachiaare extremely widespread. Recent surveys have found these bac-
teria in over 16% of insect species, including each of the major insect orders
(124). Wolbachiahave also been found in isopods (86) and mites (54), and
a close relative has recently been found in a nematode (97). The limits of
Wolbachiadistribution in arthropods and other phyla are yet to be determined.
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Wolbachiahave attracted considerable recent interest for several reasons.
First, given their widespread distribution and effects upon hosts,Wolbachia
have implications for important evolutionary processes. Of particular interest
is their potential role as a mechanism for rapid speciation (12, 23, 62, 64).
Second, these intracellular bacteria are known to alter early development and
mitotic processes in their hosts (33, 60, 81, 104). As a result,Wolbachiamay
be used to study these basic processes. Third, there is widespread interest in us-
ing Wolbachiain biological control as a microbial “natural enemy,” to enhance
productivity of natural enemies (PI bacteria; 102) or as a vector for spreading
desirable genetic modifications in insect populations (3, 26).

A tremendous amount of progress has been made over the past five years
in the study of mechanisms of action, population biology, and evolution of
Wolbachia. Here I present a brief historical sketch ofWolbachiaresearch,
review recent advances, and discuss potential directions for future research.

BRIEF HISTORICAL SKETCH

Intracellular bacteria were first reported within the reproductive tissues of the
mosquitoCulex pipiensby Hertig & Wolbach in 1924 (39), and these rickettsiae
were subsequently namedWolbachia pipientis(38). In the 1950s, Ghelelovitch
(30) and Laven (61, 62, 64) discovered that certain intraspecific crosses within
Culexmosquitos were incompatible, i.e. they produced few or no progeny.
Laven (62, 64) established that the incompatibility factor had a cytoplasmic in-
heritance pattern (i.e. inheritance through females but not through males) and
named this phenomenon cytoplasmic incompatibility. A connection between
these two discoveries was not formally made until the early 1970s, when Yen &
Barr (131) established that CI was associated with the presence of the rickettsial
agent by elimination ofWolbachiathrough antibiotic curing. Males from in-
fected strains were found to be incompatible with antibiotically cured females
derived from the same strain, whereas the reciprocal cross was compatible (i.e.
a unidirectional incompatibility). This is now known to be the standard pattern
in antibiotic curing experiments. Over the next 25 years, new examples of CI
were found in a diverse range of insects, including flour beetles (75, 118), alfalfa
weevils (49, 68), parasitic wasps (82, 94), planthoppers (73, 74), flour moths
(17), Aedesmosquitos (112), and fruit flies (6, 41, 44, 46, 69). CI typically
was first detected as a reduction in progeny numbers from crosses between
certain strains, and cytoplasmic inheritance was shown in subsequent crosses.
In some cases, presence of bacteria in ovaries or testes was established micro-
scopically and/or their involvement implicated by antibiotic or heat-treatment
curing. However, the phylogenetic relationships among CI bacteria found in the
reproductive tissues of divergent host insects was unknown until the early 1990s.
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In related research, a diverse array of maternally (cytoplasmically) inher-
ited microorganisms have been discovered that alter sex ratio or sex determi-
nation in host arthropods (reviewed in 52, 122). Sex ratio microorganisms
include protozoa that induce male-killing in mosquitos and feminization in am-
phipods. Other maternally inherited male-killing bacteria include spiroplasms
in fruit flies, enterobacteria in wasps, and rickettsiae in ladybird beetles (52,
125). Two findings are particularly relevant toWolbachia. First, Legrand and
colleagues discovered cytoplasmically inherited factors that induce feminiza-
tion in isopods (reviewed in 67). Second, Stouthamer et al (107) discovered
that female parthenogenesis in some strains ofTrichogrammawasps could be
“cured” by antibiotic treatments, i.e. antibiotic-treated strains reverted to male
production.

A major breakthrough occurred with the application of molecular phyloge-
netic methods to identify these intracellular microorganisms (11, 76, 86, 103).
Studies using 16S rDNA, 23S rDNA, and protein-coding genes have shown
that CI bacteria, PI bacteria, and isopod feminizing bacteria form a mono-
phyletic bacterial group—theWolbachia(11, 76, 86, 103, 127). Research on
Wolbachiahas increased dramatically in recent years. This fascinating bacterial
group appears to have evolved as specialists in manipulating reproduction and
development in their eukaryotic hosts (86, 127).

PHYLOGENY AND DISTRIBUTION OFWOLBACHIA

Large-Scale Phylogeny
Most rickettsiae cannot be cultured outside of host cells, which makes tradi-
tional microbiological studies challenging (121). However, recent advances
in molecular methods, particularly the development of polymerase chain reac-
tion (PCR) and the use of 16S rDNA sequences for microbial phylogeny, have
greatly facilitated studies of these bacteria (40, 119, 120, 129).

The rickettsiae are parasitic bacteria typically found in intimate (and often
intracellular) association with host tissues (121). Members of this family belong
to the Alpha subdivision of Proteobacteria (120). Rickettsiae are typically
found in arthropods; a number of species are transmitted by arthropods and
cause disease in mammals (121).

Phylogenies based on 16S rDNA sequences show thatWolbachiaare mono-
phyletic relative to the other rickettsiae (11, 76, 103). The genusWolbachia
contains two major subdivisions that show around 2% 16S rDNA sequence di-
vergence (11, 103). The two divisions (A & B) also are confirmed by a protein-
coding gene phylogeny (127).Wolbachia pipientis, a CI-inducing bacterium
that is the type species for the genus, belongs to the B division ofWolbachia.
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Note thatWolbachia persica, originally assigned to the genus based on ultra-
structural similarities, is actually a Gamma division bacterium, and therefore
unrelated to true rickettsiae (120). In this paper,Wolbachiatherefore refers to
W. pipientisand its relatives.

The closest bacteria to theWolbachiaare a group of rickettsiae that include
Ehrlichia equii, Ehrlichia canis, Cowdria ruminata, andAnaplasma marginale.
These are blood parasites of mammals that are vectored by arthropods (91).
Ehrlichia sennetsuandEhrlichia risticii, also disease agents of mammals, rep-
resent a more divergent group (91). Bacteria in the genusRickettsiaare still
more distantly related. This genus includes several arthropod-vectored dis-
ease agents, including the causative agents of Rocky Mountain spotted fever,
murine typhus, and scrub typhus, as well as a cytoplasmically inherited male-
killing bacterium found in ladybird beetles (125). Although most of the species
mentioned above are arthropod-vectored disease agents of vertebrates, to date,
Wolbachiahave only been found associated with arthropod reproductive tis-
sues, and there is no evidence that they cause disease in vertebrates. However,
given the abundance of arthropod species infected withWolbachia(124), this
possibility cannot be ruled out.

Finer-Scale Studies
Phylogenetic studies using 16S rDNA established that CI, PI, and feminizing
Wolbachiastrains from very divergent hosts form a monophyletic group relative
to other rickettsiae (11, 76, 86, 103). In addition, low 16S rDNA sequence diver-
gence (1–2%) betweenWolbachiastrains found in distantly related arthropods
indicated that these bacteria undergo horizontal transmission between arthropod
taxa (76). However, 16S rDNA evolves too slowly for detailed investigations of
patterns of diversity and intertaxon transmission. A finer-scale analysis using a
more rapidly evolving bacterial cell-cycle gene (ftsZ) was recently conducted,
in which ftsZ sequences were determined for 38 differentWolbachiastrains
from 33 host species (127). TheftsZ study uncovered considerable variation
amongWolbachiastrains. Based on synonymous substitution rates, the two
major subdivisions (A and B) were found to have diverged 58–67 million years
ago (MYA). PIWolbachiastrains are found in both A and B divisions, and phy-
logenetic evidence suggests that PI has evolved several times independently in
these bacteria.

Little or no genetic recombination appears to occur between A- and B-
Wolbachia(127). This view is supported by a general concordance between 16S
rDNA andftsZin sortingWolbachiastrains into A and B groupings. However, it
is not known to what extent recombination between strains occurs within each
division. Genetic recombination between strains is a particularly important
issue, given the frequent occurrence of multipleWolbachiainfections within
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individuals of some host species (78, 89, 95). More detailed phylogenetic and
genetic studies are needed to resolve this issue.

Should theWolbachiastrains found in different hosts be considered dif-
ferent species? Application of the biological species concept to bacteria is
problematic, particularly if they do not routinely undergo genetic recombina-
tion. SomeWolbachiaresearchers apply the species nameW. pipientis(the
B-Wolbachiafound inC. pipiens) to all strains, including A-Wolbachiafound
in highly divergent host species (4, 20, 58, 117). This is inappropriate. The
level of 16S rDNA and other sequence divergence found between isolates is
equivalent to or greater than that used to support species designations in other
bacteria. In fact, bacteria with identical 16S rDNA sequences can be given dif-
ferent species designations (28), whereas 16S rDNA difference between A and
B division Wolbachiais 2%, and the estimated divergence times are approx-
imately 50 MYA. These almost certainly are different species ofWolbachia.
Until taxonomic issues are resolved, caution favors designating the different
isolates as “strains” within the genusWolbachia. Nomenclature will need to
be agreed upon owing to the proliferation of identified strains both within (21)
and between host species (124, 127).

Horizontal (Intertaxon) Transmission
The ftsZ phylogeny clearly shows horizontal (intertaxon) transmission of
Wolbachia. One A-division strain in particular (designated Adm) shows exten-
sive horizontal transmission. Different Adm isolates that are identical or nearly
identical inftsZgene sequence can be found in hosts from the orders Coleoptera,
Diptera, Hymenoptera, and Lepidoptera. Such bacteria are estimated to have
diverged 0–1.6 MYA (127), whereas their respective hosts diverged over 200
MYA (37). Horizontal transfer has also been detected in B-Wolbachia, where
the parasitoid waspNasonia giraultiand its blowfly host (Protocalliphora) each
harborWolbachiastrains that are closely related phylogenetically (127). This
finding suggests intertaxon transmission between parasites and their hosts as
a possible exchange mechanism. Other potential routes of exchange include
predators, prey, and associated competitors.

Interestingly, vertical transmission is the primary mode within host species
(45), but the interspecies pattern reveals extensive horizontal transmission.
If horizontal transmission is relatively infrequent, then it would be difficult
to detect within a species but apparent in interspecies comparisons. Never-
theless, infrequent horizontal transmission could be occurring within species,
which can effect the dynamics ofWolbachiaand association with mitochondrial
haplotypes (98). Low levels of paternal transmission have been described in
Drosophila simulans(44), which also can lead to an uncoupling ofWolbachia
strains and mitochondrial haplotypes.
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Distribution of Wolbachia
Wolbachiaare widespread and abundant. They have so far been found in over
80 insect species (124; JH Werren, unpublished results), 17 isopods (55, 86;
D Bouchon & T Rigaud, personal communication), and a mite (54). A closely
related bacterium recently has been found in a nematode (97). The number of
known infected species is increasing rapidly, and limits of distribution for this
bacterial group are unknown.

Systematic surveys ofWolbachiadistribution and diversity are now possible
using PCR-based methodologies (43, 124, 126). The 16S rDNA andftsZstudies
have provided a number of useful molecular tools for such surveys. These
include generalWolbachiaspecific primers (76, 127) and A-Wolbachiaand
B-Wolbachiaspecific primers for both 16S rDNA andftsZgenes (127).

A recent survey of neotropical insects detectedWolbachiastrains in over
16% of species (124). Infections were detected in each of the major insect
orders, including Coleoptera, Diptera, Hemiptera/Homoptera, Hymenoptera,
Lepidoptera, and Orthoptera. Surveys of neotemperate insects give similar
percentages of infected species (JH Werren & DW Windsor, unpublished data; R
Giordana & H Robertson, personal communication). Systematic surveys of
other geographic regions need to be performed. Nevertheless, extrapolating
from the percentage of infected species observed to the estimated number of
species existent globally (10–30 million) yields 1.5–5.0 million infected insect
species worldwide, makingWolbachiaamong the most abundant of parasitic
bacteria (124).

Wolbachiaare widespread in terrestrial isopods and have been found in 17
species belonging to all the major groups of the Oniscidea (D Bouchon &
T Rigaud, personal communication). The feminizing strain found in the isopod
Armadillidium vulgareis closely related to those found in insects (76, 124),
indicating horizontal transmission between insects and isopods.Wolbachia
have recently been reported in mites (54), expanding their potential distribution
in arthropods. A particularly exciting discovery is a close relative ofWolbachia
detected in reproductive tissues of a filarial worm (97). Thus, the distribution
of these bacteria could extend to other phyla. Further systematic surveys are
needed.

Wolbachiacan apparently tolerate the cellular environments of diverse hosts.
This finding is consistent with several studies that have microinjected bacteria
from infected species into novel hosts (9, 10, 57, 87). Most noteworthy in this re-
gard is the successful transfer of the CI B-WolbachiafromAedes albopictusinto
D. simulans(10), a transfer between suborders into a host not known to naturally
harbor B-Wolbachia. Host range may vary between bacterial strains. A reason-
able prediction is that the longer aWolbachiastrain has coevolved within a host,
the lower its potential for horizontal transfer. This remains to be investigated.
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CYTOPLASMIC INCOMPATIBILITY

Wolbachia-induced CI is a reproductive incompatibility between sperm and
egg, which typically results in zygotic death in diploid species (131) or male
production in haplodiploid species (12, 92, 94). The bacteria are transmitted in
eggs but are not [except in rare cases (44)] transmitted through sperm (6, 16). CI
takes two forms, unidirectional and bidirectional. Unidirectional incompatibil-
ity typically occurs when the sperm from aWolbachia-infected male fertilizes
an uninfected egg. The reciprocal cross (uninfected male and infected female)
is compatible. Bidirectional incompatibility typically occurs when a male and a
female harbor different strains ofWolbachiathat are mutually incompatible (71,
77, 79). The mechanisms of action, genetics, population biology and evolution,
and biological control implications of CI-Wolbachiaare discussed below.

Mechanisms of Action
Although exact mechanisms are still unclear, incompatibility apparently in-
volves a two component system; bacterial “modification” of sperm and a bac-
terial “rescue” in the fertilized egg. According to this model, bacteria present
in the testes modify the developing sperm (possibly via chromatin binding pro-
teins). The same bacterial strain must then be present in the egg to rescue this
modification. If rescue does not occur, then incompatibility between the egg
and sperm results. The model is consistent with unidirectional incompatibility
(modified sperm from infected males are not rescued by uninfected eggs) and
bidirectional incompatibility (different bacterial strains use somewhat different
modification-rescue systems). Two general biochemical models have been pro-
posed, either (a)Wolbachiain the male produce a product that disrupts sperm
processing in the egg (unless rescued) or (b) bacteria in the male act as a “sink”
to bind away a product necessary for normal processing of the sperm in the
egg (58, 60, 81). The biochemical mechanisms of CI remain unknown, and
this clearly is a major area for research. Recently, consistent with the “sink”
hypothesis, a number of host chromatin-binding proteins (such as H1 histone-
like–protein) have been found to bind toWolbachiawithin host cells (T Karr,
personal communication). Furthermore,Wolbachiacan now be maintained in
insect cell cultures (78), which should facilitate biochemical and genetic studies.

Cytogenetic mechanisms of CI have been studied inC. pipiens (56),
D. simulans(58, 60, 77), andNasonia vitripennis(81, 92). In all cases CI is
associated with early mitotic defects in the fertilized egg. In the parasitic wasp
N. vitripennis, it has been shown by a combination of genetic and cytogenetic
analyses (12, 92) that the paternal chromosomes form a diffuse chromatin mass
in the first mitosis, fail to undergo segregation, and typically are lost in later di-
visions. Paternal genome loss results in development of haploid (male) progeny
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in organisms with haplodiploid sex determination (12, 92), whereas a similar
mechanism in diploid species would result in embryonic death. Fragmentation
of the chromatin mass also can occur, with paternal chromatin segregating to
some daughter nuclei (81). Paternal chromosomes with large terminal deletions
occasionally survive and can be transmitted to the next generation (5, 93).

In diploid species such asD. simulans, both abnormal first mitosis and later
stage disruptions in embryogenesis have been observed (60). Lassy & Karr
(60) found that the paternal pronucleus and associated chromosomes show
aberrations in a large percentage of CI-expressing embryos. The later stage ab-
normalities observed in embryos ofDrosophilaspp. could be due to CI-induced
aneuploidy, as has been proposed for elevated mortality levels observed when
males with antibiotically reduced bacterial densities are used in CI crosses in
Nasoniaspp. (13). CI in these very different organisms quite possibly has a
common basis, involving disruption of one or more processing steps of the
paternal pronucleus following fertilization. However, this remains to be deter-
mined.

A number of factors have been proposed to influence expression of CI, in-
cluding bacterial strain, host genotype, and bacterial density. These factors can
interact with each other in complex ways to influence strength and direction
of CI. The evidence is clear that bacterial strain plays an important role. Both
CI-inducing and non–CI-inducing strains have been discovered (31, 42, 90).
Additional evidence comes from studies of bidirectional incompatibility. In
every case so far examined, bidirectional incompatibility occurs between dif-
ferent strains ofWolbachia, based on sequence differences in 16S rDNA and/or
ftsZ (10, 21, 71, 79, 127). InD. simulans, three different naturally occurring
bacterial strains have been identified that are bidirectionally incompatible with
each other (21, 72). All three are A-Wolbachiastrains (127). The pattern indi-
cates that new compatibility types can evolve fairly rapidly within a bacterial
group. Less surprisingly, bidirectional incompatibility has been shown between
A-Wolbachiaand B-Wolbachiafound inNasoniawasps (79), and between the
D. simulansRiverside (R) strain (an A-Wolbachia) and anA. albopictusB-
Wolbachiastrain established inD. simulansby microinjection (10). We cur-
rently do not know whether there are a multitude of bidirectional compatibility
types or a rather limited set. The answer to this question has implications for
mechanisms of action, evolution, and biocontrol applications (3).

Multiple infections also influence compatibility type. In some species, indi-
viduals harbor infections with more than one strain ofWolbachia(11, 79, 89,
95, 96, 124, 127). Double infections with A- and B-Wolbachiahave been found
in over 15 species (124, 127). InD. simulans, there are several compatibility
types. One designated S harbors infections with two different A-Wolbachia
strains (Ha and No) (89).
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Double infections appear to create new compatibility types. In natural infec-
tions ofA. albopictus(95),D. simulans(21, 71) andN. vitripennis(79) double
infected males have been shown to be incompatible with single infected females
of either type. For this reason, stable double infections are expected to spread
through a population under the same general conditions that favor increase of
a single infection in an uninfected population (19, 113). Stochastic loss of one
or both bacterial types has been found inD. simulans(71) andN. vitripennis
(79). In both cases, the twoWolbachiastrains were found to be bidirectionally
incompatible with each other, even though they were in the same host genetic
background. Testing for host genotype influence on bidirectional incompat-
ibility must be done by placing different bacterial strains into the same host
genotype and the same strain into different genotypes. Two common methods
with which to accomplish this are introgression (14) and microinjection (9).

Host genotype effects onWolbachiaexpression are expected (113). So far
host genetic variants effecting CI expression within a species have not been
found. The best evidence for a host influence comes from interspecific mi-
croinjection studies. Naturally occurring CI inD. melanogasteris weakly
expressing, whereas the R strain inD. simulansis relatively strongly express-
ing (21). Boyle et al (9) found that the R strain showed weak CI when placed in
D. melanogaster, suggesting that this species is not conducive to CI expression.
Host genotypic effects onWolbachianeed to be studied much more extensively.

Bacterial density is correlated with both expression and transmission of CI-
Wolbachia(9, 13, 96). Following microinjection, CI expression and trans-
mission rates are typically low for several generations, until bacterial density
increases (9). Antibiotic treatments that reduce bacterial densities can lead to
shifts in compatibility (13), and selection for increased incompatibility can lead
to higher bacterial densities. However, bacterial density alone is insufficient to
explain bidirectional incompatibility or the existence of non-CI strains (31).

Genetics of CIWolbachia
Our knowledge of the genomic structure ofWolbachiais rudimentary. Mole-
cular genetic investigations inDrosophilaspp. have “accidentally” yielded two
Wolbachiagenes,ftsZ(47) anddnaA(8). In addition, partial to nearly complete
16S rDNA and 23S rDNA sequences have been determined. Unlike most
bacteria, the 16S rDNA and 23S rDNA ofWolbachiado not appear to localize to
the same region (4). Genomic libraries now exist for more systematic studies. It
is unknown whetherWolbachiacarry plasmids, but indirect evidence suggests
an infectious (viral) agent ofWolbachiamay exist (128). Either could be
useful in future molecular genetic studies. Whether or notWolbachiaundergo
recombination between strains is also currently unknown, for example within
double-infected host cytoplasms (127).
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Of particular future interest are genes involved in the mechanisms of CI. As
described, there are two main components, modification (presumably in the tes-
ticular tissues) and rescue in the fertilized egg. Therefore, four categories may
be envisioned: mod+resc+ (wildtype), mod−resc+ (modification defective, but
rescue capable), mod+resc− (modification capable but rescue deficient), and
mod−resc− (modification deficient and rescue deficient). Both mod+resc+ and
what appear to be mod−resc− isolates have been found in natural populations
(31, 42). The other two categories have not been isolated, although population
genetic theory predicts that mod−resc+ can be selectively favored (113). Thus,
screening natural populations could provide a number of mutant categories for
studying mechanisms of CI action. In addition, different bidirectional incom-
patibility types apparently differ in at least some aspects of the mechanisms of
incompatibility, providing further tools for genetic studies.

Population Biology and Evolution
Why areWolbachiaselectively favored to cause CI? Both theoretical (19, 27,
51, 100, 113) and empirical (114) studies show that cytoplasmically inherited
Wolbachiainfections can readily spread through uninfected populations due
to CI. The basic reason is that infected eggs are compatible with sperm from
both infected and uninfected males, but uninfected eggs are incompatible with
sperm from infected males. As a result, the uninfected “cytotype” is reduced in
the population in proportion to the frequency that uninfected eggs are fertilized
by sperm from infected males.

Dynamics of CIWolbachiaare interesting and potentially complex (80, 88,
113). Three factors of particular importance are (a) survival and fecundity of
infected relative to uninfected females, (b) proportion of infected eggs produced
by infected females (transmission), and (c) level of CI expression in incompati-
ble crosses. When infected females suffer a survival/fecundity cost, there exists
a threshold frequency for increase of the infection, below which the infection
will decrease and above which it will increase, often to near fixation. For exam-
ple, for a CI strain with 100% expression, the threshold frequency (p) is p = s,
wheres is the fecundity cost to infected females (19, 113). Thus, fecundity
cost of an infection is crucial to its initial spread in a population. Fecundity
costs range from nearly negligible to over 10%, depending on the host species
(45, 115). Wade & Chang (117) report that sperm fromWolbachia-infected
males has a competitive advantage relative to sperm from uninfected males.
This effect could accelerate spread of the infection.

Turelli & Hoffmann (114, 115) have shown that in spatially structured popu-
lations, infections with relatively low cost can readily drift above the threshold
frequency in a local population and then quickly spread throughout the larger
population in a process analogous to spread of underdominant chromosome
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arrangements (113). They have documented such a spread of CIWolbachiain
North American populations ofD. simulans(128). One consequence of the
spread of an initialWolbachiainfection within a population will be “hitchhik-
ing” of the associated mitochondrial haplotype (89, 90, 116). This should result
in a significant reduction in mitochondrial variation and association of the in-
fection with particular mitochondrial haplotypes, as observed inD. simulans
(89, 98, 116).

Equilibrium frequency of an established infection is strongly influenced by
the transmission rate of bacteria to eggs. Typical transmission rates range
from 90–100%, depending on the host species and, presumably, on the bac-
terial strain. Bacterial transmission rates can be strongly influenced by en-
vironment. For example, natural antibiotic curing, high-temperature shocks,
and overwintering (79, 99, 101) can result in “curing” or incomplete maternal
transmission of the infection. Evidence exists that incomplete transmission
is mediated through bacterial density; low bacterial densities in females may
result in stochastic loss of bacteria in some developing oogonia (71, 79). Bac-
terial densities can decline in aging males as well (16). Indeed, how bacterial
density is regulated within male and female hosts is an interesting and relatively
unexplored question. Similarly, CI expression is variable within and between
species and may be influenced by interactions between host genotype, strain
genotype, and bacterial density.

What will be the evolutionary course of an infection once it has become
established? Several different trajectories have been postulated. Under some
circumstances (e.g. incomplete transmission), Turelli (113) has shown that the
host genome should evolve to ameliorate action ofWolbachia, either by sup-
pressing sperm modification or inducing egg rescue. However, simultaneously,
CI Wolbachiawill be selected to increase transmission and decrease deleterious
fitness effects on infected females (27, 113). Even without host coevolution,
mod−resc+ (mod defective, rescue capable strains) can increase in frequency
in competition with CI-capable strains (113). Hurst & McVean (53) have pro-
posed a cycle of invasion by CI bacteria followed by replacement by mod−resc+

mutants and then eventual loss ofWolbachia. According to this model, CIWol-
bachiaare maintained globally by a form of clade selection. Horizontal trans-
mission between species is necessary to maintain CI-capable bacteria, which are
eventually lost within species due to competition with nonexpressing variants.

Although plausible, the difficulty with these models is that they predict the
occurrence of populations polymorphic for mod+resc+ and mod−resc+ strains,
whereas mod−resc+ strains have not yet been found. In contrast, mod−resc−

are found in several species (21, 31, 42). It is difficult to account for mainte-
nance of mod−resc−, because they are unprotected from CI and should therefore
decline in frequency in populations with appreciable frequencies of mod+resc+
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genotypes. One possibility is that these strains have beneficial effects on their
hosts (31) or elevated rates of maternal (113), paternal, or horizontal trans-
mission. Given the diversity and abundance ofWolbachiastrains in nature, a
spectrum of host relationships can be expected to evolve, including mutualisms
and infectious pathogenicity (124).

Yet another longterm trajectory forWolbachiainfections could be a turnover
of CI-capable bacteria within a species. Newly arising strains that are unidi-
rectionally incompatible with the resident strain (males incompatible, females
compatible) can replace the residentWolbachiastrain. Iteration of the process
could give rise to new compatibility types. Certainly some process is neces-
sary to account for the diversity of bidirectional compatibility types already
observed.

What do the empirical data tell us? Population biology of CI has been most
extensively studied inD. simulans(reviewed in 21). Research groups have un-
covered a number of compatibility types in worldwide populations, including
several bidirectionally incompatible strains, nonexpressing unprotected strains
(mod−resc−), double infected strains (89), and uninfected cytoplasms (21). Re-
searchers have argued that CI is relatively new in this species because infections
are tightly associated with particular mitochondrial haplotypes (35, 98). How-
ever, recent evidence suggests that infections may predate the divergence of
D. simulansand Drosophila sechellia(89). Unfortunately, all the bacterial
strains so far found inDrosophila spp. belong to the Adm subgroup and
therefore are relatively invariant. It is still unresolved whether the different
compatibility types arose as mutations from a single strain withinDrosophila
populations or are due to multiple infection events from other species. More
variable genetic regions are needed to resolve phylogenetic relationships among
these Adm bacteria.

In D. melanogaster, Wolbachiainfections occur at polymorphic frequencies
throughout the world (43, 48, 89) and are not strongly associated with specific
mitochondrial haplotypes (21, 89). Solignac et al (98) propose that this pat-
tern occurs becauseD. melanogasterwas infected early in the evolution of the
species, with subsequent loss of infections in some lineages (hence accounting
for the lack of concordance with mitochondrial haplotypes). Although this is a
reasonable explanation, even low levels of paternal transmission, as observed
experimentally inD. simulans(44), could also account for the uncoupling of
bacterial infection with particular mitochondrial haplotypes. Similarly, the
occurrence of double infections inD. simulansimplies either horizontal trans-
mission or some paternal inheritance. A second line of support for an “ancient”
association ofWolbachiawith D. melanogasteris weak expression of CI in
this species, which is proposed as evidence of selection for repressing host
genotypes (21, 113).
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Alternative evidence for an ancientWolbachiainfection occurs in theNasonia
wasps, where the phylogeny of B-Wolbachiaindicates that these bacteria were
acquired prior to the divergence ofNasonia giraultiandNasonia longicornis
and maintained since (127). Cytogenetics also supports an older association
than found inDrosophilaspp.Wolbachiain Nasoniaspp. localize to the germ
pole of the egg, as expected for a vertically transmitted parasite selected to in-
crease germ-line transmission. By comparison,Wolbachiain Drosophilaspp.
are scattered throughout the egg cytoplasm and embryo (18, 33, 77), suggesting
that they have not coevolved for maximal transmission in their host. In contrast
to D. melanogaster, the ancientWolbachiaassociation inNasoniaspp. is still
strongly expressing. Occurrence ofWolbachiawithin several species of Cissia
moths suggests yet another possible ancient association (124). Clearly, more
data are needed to resolve the age ofWolbachiaassociations within particu-
lar species and to determine the common evolutionary trajectories for these
infections.

Speciation andWolbachia
Wolbachiamay promote rapid speciation by causing reproductive incompat-
ibility between populations (12, 22, 62, 111), especially when bidirectional
incompatibility occurs. Partial to complete bidirectional incompatibility has
been found between strains ofD. simulans(21) andC. pipiens(64), and be-
tween sibling species ofNasonia(12).

Nasoniawasps are a complex of three sibling species (N. vitripennis, N.
giraulti, andN. longicornis). N. vitripennisis cosmopolitan, whereas the other
two occur allopatrically in North America and are microsympatric withN.
vitripennisover much of their ranges. The three species show complete to nearly
complete reproductive incompatibility with each other, owing toWolbachia(12;
JH Werren, unpublished data). EachNasoniaspecies harbors double infections
with distinguishable strains of A- and B-Wolbachia(11, 127). Hybrids do not
normally occur in crosses between the species unless they are antibiotically
cured of their associatedWolbachiastrains (12, 15). Introgression crosses
show that the interspecies bidirectional incompatibility is due to bacterial strain
differences, not to interactions with host genotype (14). Subsequent studies of
hybrids betweenN. vitripennisandN. giraulti reveal recessive hybrid inviability
genes, indicating significant divergence between these species (15).

The Nasoniacomplex suggests thatWolbachiacould be involved in spe-
ciation. However, in this system it is not yet known whether bidirectional
incompatibility preceded the speciation event (and potentially promoted it) or
followed divergence of the incipient species. A number of bidirectional incom-
patibility types are found inD. simulans(21); however, incompatibility is rela-
tively weak and is apparently insufficient to prevent nuclear gene flow between
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different compatibility types. Bidirectional reproductive isolation is found be-
tween geographic populations of the parasitic waspTrichopria drosophilaeand
is associated with different strains ofWolbachia(J van Alphen & JH Werren,
unpublished observations).

Laven (61, 62, 64) uncovered incompatibility relationships between different
geographic isolates of the mosquitoC. pipiens, and subsequent workers have
further studied this system (2, 29, 109, 130, 132). A complex pattern of uni-
directional and bidirectional compatibilities occurs. However, caution must be
exercised in attributingWolbachiainvolvement in all cases of cross incompati-
bility found inC. pipiens(25, 70). In only a few specific cases has the inheritance
pattern been shown to be cytoplasmic (109, 131), and the distribution of bac-
terial strains and possible host genetic effects on compatibility have yet to be
determined. Unidirectional and bidirectional incompatibilities and associated
microorganisms are found within and between species ofAedesmosquitos (70,
112). Reproductive incompatibility between populations of the two-spotted
spider mite (7) and citrus red mite (110) may also involveWolbachiastrains.
Resolving the relative roles ofWolbachiaversus other factors in reproductive
isolation in such complexes is a particularly promising research area.

Wolbachia-induced CI need not be the only isolating mechanism between
species for the bacteria to be important as a speciation mechanism (79). For
example, unidirectional CI combined with other reproductive isolating mech-
anisms in the reciprocal direction, such as hybrid sterility and inviability or
premating isolation, could result in bidirectional reproductive isolation. A pos-
sible example occurs between North AmericanGryllusspecies (36, 127).

Wolbachia-induced bidirectional incompatibility is a possible mechanism for
rapid speciation in arthropods, as suggested by the examples above. The recent
finding that over 16% of insects harbor these bacteria further supports this in-
triguing possibility (124). However, it remains to be demonstrated how often
Wolbachiaare associated with reproductive incompatibility between popula-
tions within a species or between recently diverged species, a prerequisite for
determining their potential importance as a speciation mechanism.

Biological Control Implications
There is considerable interest in using CIWolbachiain biological control (1, 3,
24, 26, 32, 59, 63, 102). Early studies considered use ofWolbachiato eradicate
host populations in a method analogous to sterile-male release (63); however,
this approach is logistically difficult except in small isolated populations. An
alternative is to establish CI infections that will reduce the reproductive potential
of insect populations. An obvious difficulty is that, as the infection approaches
fixation in a population, the frequency of incompatibility declines dramatically.
Therefore, CI strains with very high transmission rates would be less useful
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for this form of biological control. However, strains with lower transmission
rates that achieve polymorphic equilibria within host populations might be
employed with effect. For example, population models indicate that a CI strain
with no fertility cost to infected females, complete (100%) expression, and
a transmission rate of 80% will achieve a polymorphic equilibrium of 0.72,
causing a 20% reduction in fertility of the population (113). There is also the
potential of “stacking” additional incompatibility types within a population,
and studies indicate that double infections can be used in populations already
fixed for Wolbachia(3, 95). However, the effectiveness of such an approach
would be quite sensitive to specifics of the population parameters (fertility costs,
expression, transmission).

A more ambitious use ofWolbachiainvolves genetically engineered organ-
isms. Several projects are underway to genetically engineer vector arthropods
for refractoriness to disease agents (3). One approach is to transform mutu-
alistic symbionts found in these vectors. Success has been achieved in devel-
oping transformation systems for the symbionts of tsetses (vector of African
trypanosomiasis) and kissing bugs (vector of Chagas’ disease) using plasmid-
based constructs (3). If effective expression of anti-parasitic or anti-viral genes
is achieved, there is yet another major hurdle: replacement of natural popu-
lations with the refractory genotypes. The ability of a CIWolbachiastrain to
sweep through a population, bringing along with it other maternally inherited
factors (such as genetically altered endosymbionts) could be an effective mech-
anism for genetic replacement (3, 19, 24, 26). However, as with direct use of CI
Wolbachia, a fuller understanding of the population dynamics of this process
will be crucial to its implementation.

PARTHENOGENESIS AND FEMINIZATION

Wolbachiaare also associated with parthenogensis induction and feminization
in different host species. Studies are discussed below.

Parthenogenesis-InducingWolbachiaStrains
Stouthamer et al (107) discovered that antibiotic treatments cause some female
parthenogenetic (thelytokous) strains ofTrichogrammawasps to revert to pro-
duction of male progeny, and subsequent work revealed the cytoplasmically
associated bacteria to beWolbachia(103, 108).

PI Wolbachiastrains have now been found in a wide range of parasitic wasp
genera, includingTrichograma, Aphytis, Encarsia, Leptopilina, andMuscidifu-
rax (66, 103, 127, 132). Antibiotic curing and heat treatment experiments show
reversion to male production with elimination of the bacteria (65, 105, 133).
Bacteria are easily visualized in reproductive tissues by standard cytogenetic
methods (108).
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Whether or notWolbachiainduce parthenogenesis outside of the Hymenop-
tera is unknown. The cytogenetic mechanism (see below) may bias their
distribution to haplodiploid species. Studies of parthenogenetic thrips, hap-
lodiploid mites, and other Hymenoptera are therefore warranted.Wolbachia
have been found in the parthenogenetic weevilNaupactus tesselatus, although
antibiotic treatments of this species have not been performed (127). Discovery
of PI bacteria in other insect orders would be an important finding.

PI bacteria are found in both A and B divisions ofWolbachia, and phylo-
genetic evidence suggests that PI has evolved several times independently in
these bacteria. It therefore appears that PI can evolve relatively easily in the
Wolbachia, suggesting a simple biochemical mechanism. Alternatively, the ge-
netic machinery for parthenogenesis induction may have been introduced into
differentWolbachiastrains by (rare) recombinational events (127).

The cytogenetic mechanisms of PIWolbachiahave been studied most ex-
tensively inTrichogrammaspp. (104). Meiosis is normal. In the first mitotic
division, the chromosomes condense properly in prophase but fail to segregate in
metaphase, resulting in diploidization of the nucleus. This mechanism is known
as gamete duplication and results in homozygosity at all loci. Subsequent mi-
totic divisions appeared to be normal. Gamete duplication is also reported in
Muscidifurax uniraptor(65). Interestingly, inTrichogrammaparthenogenetic
females can and will mate with sexual males and the sperm is utilized, resulting
in diploid females (104). Thus, fertilization in this species appears to inhibit
gamete duplication. Resulting female progeny still harbor the bacteria and
reproduce by thelytoky.

To determine how PIWolbachiacause gamete duplication, detailed molecular
cytogenetic studies are needed. Possible mechanisms involve disruption of the
centrosome or spindle formation, attachment of the spindle to the chromosomes,
or spindle kinetics. Consistent with possible disruption of the mitotic spindle
is the observation that CIWolbachiaare associated with the spindle apparatus
and can serve as foci for astral formation (18).

Haplodiploid species are preadapted for invasion by PIWolbachiathat in-
duce gamete duplication. Gamete duplication results in complete homozygos-
ity, exposing recessive deleterious mutations normally present in outbreeding
diploid species. In contrast, haplodiploids have dramatically lower frequen-
cies of deleterious recessives, owing to their purging in the male (haploid) sex
(123). On the other hand, gamete duplication would not work for haplodiploids
with single-locus sex determination because it would result in the production
of diploid males instead of diploid females. A second factor may promote PI
bacteria in haplodiploids—haploid eggs commence development without fertil-
ization; therefore, special mechanisms to induce egg activation are not needed,
in contrast to many diploid species.
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What are the population dynamics of PIWolbachia? PI bacteria will in-
crease in frequency in a bisexual population so long as parthenogenetic females
produce more infected daughters than an average female in the population pro-
duces daughters of either type (102, 122). If transmission is nearly perfect,
then a PI infection can readily spread to fixation within a species, leading to
complete parthenogenesis. This appears to have happened, for instance, in
Encarsia formosa(133). However, populations ofTrichogramma deionare
polymorphic for PI-infected and bisexual females. Basic theory predicts this
situation when transmission is imperfect or fitness of PI-infected females is
frequency dependent (122). InTrichogrammaspp., asexual females have re-
duced offspring production (106). When hosts are abundant, asexual females
can actually produce fewer female progeny than sexual ones; however, when
hosts are scarce they produce more female progeny. Thus, host abundance
influences whether asexual females increase or decrease in frequency (102,
106).

If a species becomes fixed for PIWolbachiaor a parthenogenetic strain be-
comes genetically isolated from the bisexual population, mutations in the host
genes involved in male and female sexuality are expected to accumulate, result-
ing in eventual degeneration of sexuality and irreversible parthenogenesis. This
process appears to be occurring in some species. For example,E. formosamales
are incapable of mating (133). In contrast, genetic exchange occurs between
sexuals and parthenogens inT. deionthat prevents mutational degeneration of
sexual function (102, 104).

There is widespread interest in possible uses of PIWolbachiastrains in
biological control (1, 102, 132). Parasitoid wasps are used in both classical
and augmentative biological control programs. Stouthamer (102) has identified
several potential advantages: (a) Parthenogens will have higher population rates
of increase and higher stinging rates, (b) parthenogens are likely to be better
colonizers and more easily established at low population densities because the
problem of finding a mate is circumvented, and (c) parthenogens will be less
costly to produce in mass-rearing programs because production is not “wasted”
on the males. However, he points out that these advantages are contingent on
lack of a large fertility cost to the infection, which would reduce the effective
number of females produced. For this reason, populations should be screened
for bacterial strains that have low fertility costs on hosts (32).

It is also essential to determine to what extent PIWolbachiacan be transmitted
to novel host species by microinjection. Although this method has been used
extensively for CIWolbachiastrains, it has not yet been applied to PI bacteria.
If they can be routinely moved between species, the biological control potential
of these bacteria will be greatly enhanced.
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FeminizingWolbachia
Isopod crustaceans have long been known to harbor cytoplasmically inher-
ited microorganisms that induce feminizing (67), and the best-studied example
is the woodlouse,Armadillidium vulgare(85). The feminizing bacterium in
this species acts by suppressing an androgenic gland, thus converting males
into reproductively competent females (although intersexes are also produced).
Feminizing bacteria are also suspected to exist in other terrestrial isopods
(55). Recent 16S rDNA sequencing shows theA. vulagarebacterium to be a
Wolbachia(86), andftsZsequencing indicates the bacterium is closely related
to Wolbachiafound in insects (127).

Population dynamics of feminizingWolbachiabacteria are particularly in-
teresting. As with other sex ratio distorting elements, presence of a feminiz-
ing bacterium creates the potential for genetic conflict over sex determination,
which can result in rapid evolution in the sex-determining system (55, 83). This
appears to have happened inA. vulgare. The standard genetic mechanism of sex
determination in the woodlouse is female heterogamety (males ZZ and females
ZW). However, presence of the feminizing bacterium and/or other feminizing
factors in appreciable frequencies results in loss of the male-determining chro-
mosome (W), thus destabilizing the sex-determining mechanism. A secondary
result is the accumulation of suppressing genes that act as male-determining
factors in some populations (83). The precise dynamics of these systems have
yet to be worked out, but they promise to provide insights into the role of genetic
conflict in sex-determination evolution.

CONCLUSIONS

Research intoWolbachiais likely to undergo an explosive growth in the near
future. There is widespread interest in these bacteria, and tools are now avail-
able for detailed studies. Key questions to be investigated include the follow-
ing: What are the biochemical mechanisms of CI, PI, and feminization? How
widely distributed areWolbachia(e.g. do they occur in vertebrates)? How do
Wolbachiamove between species? What are the evolutionary trajectories of
Wolbachiainfections within and between species? DoWolbachiapromote spe-
ciation? CanWolbachiabe effectively used in biological control? Significant
progress is now likely to be made in answering these questions, and the next
decade ofWolbachiaresearch therefore promises to be an exciting one.
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